
Hourly Ballet - ballet classes designed for students wishing to only attend 1 time/week Additional Fees/Info

CREATIVE MOVEMENT: 45 minutes / 15 classes per semester Registration Fee in August

Must be potty trained. This class is for 2.5-3 year olds to learn the basics of SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) $25.00 / family

movement. We use storytelling and interactive games to engage both gross and 180.00$           47.50$               

fine motor movements that are foundations for dance. Listening and moving through T-shirt Fee in August

songs saturated in scripture, we travel together as a class to learn about our amazing God. $12 / student

PREBALLET: 45 minutes / 15 classes per semester

This class is for 4-5 year olds to learn the basics of SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) Costume Fee in December

movement. We use storytelling and interactive games 180.00$           47.50$               $65/student/class 10 and younger

while refining gross motor skills into the structure of ballet technique. $85/student/class over 10 

Students are excited to create their own interpretation of worship songs!

BALLET I: 1 hour /15 classes per semester Recital Fee in March

This class is for 6-8 year olds interested in the foundations of Ballet. In this SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) $35 / family

class, students will learn ballet terminology, proper placement of body positions, 210.00$           57.50$               

and short combinations across the floor. Students will memorize short 

choreographed pieces to demonstrate mastery of technique.

Ballet II: 1 hour and 15 min/15 classes per semester

This class is for 8-10 year olds (or older beginners (11-13) to gain the basic fundamentals). SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) Billing does not occur in our 

Students must have mastered Ballet I demonstrating knowledge of ballet terms and 220.00$           59.50$               registration system. We will

definitions; along with execution of step. Class will consist of intricate combinations bill separately through

and foot technique; expressiveness of movement and mindful of directional changes. Quickbooks.

Ballet III: 1 hour and 15 min/ 15 classes per semseter

Ballet III (age 11-17) builds from the foundations SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

of ballet and expands into the expressiveness of modern contemporary. Designed for 220.00$           59.50$               

older dancers who only wish to dance one day a week. This class is for those students Multi-class/student discount

who desire to expand upon the lower levels at a comfortable pace. on tuition only

Ballet IV: 1 hour and 15 min/ 15 classes per semseter 0-2 classes: no discount

Ballet IV (age 13-17) builds from the foundations of Ballet III SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) 3 classes: 5% discount

of ballet and expands into the expressiveness of modern contemporary. Designed for 220.00$           59.50$               4+ classes: 10% discount

older dancers who only wish to dance one day a week. This class is for those students

who desire to expand upon the lower levels at a comfortable pace.

Tap Classes 3% Charge Added for any

Credit Card Processing

Tap I: 45 minutes / 15 classes per semester No additional fee for checking

Tap I for 6-9 year olds interested in the basics of Tap by using the sounds SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) accounts.

of tap shoes striking the floor as a form of percussion. Students will learn 180.00$           47.50$               

introductory movements and how to integrate sounds with that of the music. 

Best part is when they create their own fun combinations!

Monthly Classes will be billed

Hip Hop/Jazz Classes Aug, Sep, Oct and Nov. Invoices

are due on the 5th of month

PRAIZE U/Broadway Basics: 45 minutes / 15 classes per semester for the first semester.

This is our BRAND NEW CLASS for 5-7 year olds SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) Monthly Classes will be billed Jan, 

interested in worshiping through hip hop. This is a high energy, 180.00$           47.50$               Feb, Mar and Apr the second

upbeat class that is designed to engage young boys and girls semester.

in singing and moving to awesome praise songs!

Hip Hop/Jazz : 1 hour / 15 classes per semester

This is a beginner Hip Hop/Jazz class designed for kids ages 8-12. The class includes SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

warm up, cardio, flexibility and basic hip hop movements; as seen on some of their 210.00$           57.50$               Costume Fees will be assessed in

favorite kid-friendly movies and shows. December on the 5th of the month.

Broadway: 1 hour / 15 classes per semester

Broadway Basics is for ages 9-11 where students will explore SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

the basic fundamentals of Broadway and jazz movements! Basic acting technique 210.00$           57.50$               

teaches self-expression, confidence, and empathy for another as they explore Contact us for financial aid and/or

what it means to walk in some else's shoes. scholarship form if needed.

Beginner Teen Hip Hop: 1 hour / 15 classes per semester

Teen Hip Hop for age 13+ is a high energy class combining street dance with funk and SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

jazz. Hip-Hop teaches, coordination, strength, flexibility, rhythm and endurance. 210.00$           57.50$               

All movement is presented through a Christian worldview.  Apprentice and Jr. Company 

Intermediate Teen Hip Hop: 1 hour / 15 classes per semester Classes have a $15/month fee

Int. Teen Hip Hop (must complete Beg Teen first) continues with the funk and street SEMESTER MONTHLY (4) for costumes/alterations

dance style while adding on different stylized techniques, rhythm, and isolations. 210.00$           57.50$               

This class encourages dancers to engage in freestyle to help build style and confidence.

The Conservatory Classes age 10+ (mandatory two classes on Tuesday and Thursday) Company Classes have a

This class is designed for the dancer who has mastered the skills of Ballet II and wishes to pursue ballet more seriously to the professional $30/month fee for costumes/

level of Pointe work. Note: Each individual student will have the instructor's assessment of bone growth and muscle strength before alterations

purchasing pointe shoes.

Conservatory 1: 1 hour and 30 min / 30 classes per semester

Tuesday Pre-Pointe SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

In order to be able to dance on pointe, a dancer must have had time to achieve the 260.00$           67.50$               

form, strength, and alignment needed to make a successful transition into pointe

work.

Thursday Contemporary

One of the dominant genres for formally trained dancers throughout the world, we SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

will introduce students to the Contemporary dance form. This expressive dance 260.00$           67.50$               

combines elements of ballet and modern; as dancers strive to connect the mind, body,

and spirit through fluid and worshipful dance movements. 

Conservatory 2: 1 hour and 30 min / 15 classes AND 2 hour / 15 classes per semester

Tuesday Ballet and Pointe (2 hr) SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

Regular technique class to improve strength and then pointe shoe will be 340.00$           87.50$               

 worn second half of class with centre and balance work en pointe. Focusing

 on any weaknesses in muscles of hip or core strength.

Thursday C (1.5 Ballet En Pointe) SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

Regular technique class to improve strength. Pointe shoe will be worn throughout class 260.00$           67.50$               

Contemporary: 1 hour and 30 min / 15 classes per semester

Wednesday Contemporary

This is a contemporary class designed for students who have studied dance to either the Ballet IV or SEMESTER MONTHLY (4)

Conservatory 2 levels. 260.00$           67.50$               

Class Descriptions and Fees


